Day Ahead Market Results Posting

Markets Applications
Day Ahead Results - Data Sources and Content

- PJM.com
- Data Miner 2
- Data Miner
- Data Viewer

Public Data Available to Public

- eDataFeed

Public Data Available to Participants and Subscribers

- Markets Gateway

Participant-specific and Public Data Available to Markets Gateway Users
Day Ahead Results Posting Order

- Day-ahead Market results are available in several PJM systems
  - Markets Gateway
  - PJM.com
  - Data Miner
  - Data Miner 2 (NEW)
  - eDataFeed / Data Viewer

- Day Ahead Market results are available in the following order:
  1. Simultaneously - Markets Gateway and PJM.com
  2. Best effort - Data Miner, Data Miner 2, eDataFeed, Data Viewer